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1. Introduction. When a continuous map/ of a compact k dimensional

manifold X into the Euclidean space Rn is uniformly approximated by smooth

maps/j, the areas of/, need of course not converge. This is the simple reason

for the complexity of the theory of area. Many geometric properties of/have

been studied intensively in a search for useful and intuitively appealing con-

cepts which suffice to determine the area of /and which behave properly under

uniform approximation. The author believes that this paper makes a decisive

contribution toward the natural solution of this problem.

To each of the smooth maps /¿ corresponds a measure over X whose

values are k dimensional currents in Rn. This measure associates with any

continuous real-valued function ^ on X the current fifiXAr^) given by the

formula(2)

fitiXAVi*) = f + AÄ4>)

whenever 0 is a differential k form of class » on Rn. The values of this meas-

ure are currents of finite mass; its total variation, using mass as norm, equals

the area of f,.

Applying to the limit map / the monotone-light factorization

/
fc Rn

let pi be the m¡ image of the measure corresponding to/¿; thus

Pi(x)(4>) = f (xoffi/) a/(0)
J x
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(2) Of course this formula remains meaningful in case \p is a k —j form on X and ¡t> is a j form

on R", with j^k. The supremum of the integral, taking ^ and <t> with masses not exceeding 1,

may be called thej dimensional area of/¡. If k>n, when the k dimensional area of/i equals 0,

one can let7 = n to obtain the coarea of/¡ studied in [F9, §3].
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whenever x is a continuous real-valued function on Mf and 0 is a differential

ft form of class °o on R*.

The principal results of this paper may now be summarized as follows:

If f has finite Lebesgue area and either ft = 2 or the range of f has k + l

dimensional Hausdorff measure 0, then:

(1) There exists a unique current-valued measure p over Mf such that for

every sequence of smooth maps /¿, which converge uniformly to f and whose areas

are bounded, the measures p, converge weakly to p.

(2) The total variation of p is equal to the Lebesgue area off, and also equal

to the integralgeometric M area of f introduced in [F5].

(3) p is the indefinite integral, with respect to ft dimensional Hausdorff meas-

ure over M¡, of a density function whose values are simple ft vectors in R* with

integer norms; these ft vectors describe the tangential properties of f, and the

multiplicities with which f assumes its values in R*.

Much of the present work with currents depends on the recent joint paper

[FF] by W. H. Fleming and the author. Hence the terminology of [FF] is

readopted here without change. For those facts from the previous theory of

Lebesgue area which are used here the reader may consult [F4; F5; F6; F8]

and [DF]. It should be noted that this paper eliminates from geometric area

theory the need for Morrey's representation theorem, cyclic element theory

and the Moore-Roberts-Steenrod characterization of monotone images of 2

dimensional manifolds.

2. A representation theorem. The purpose of this section is to establish

density properties of certain current-valued measures. Where classical differ-

entiation theory is not applicable, arguments using the relative isoperimetric

inequality fill the gap.

2.1. Theorem. Suppose:

(1) Z is a locally connected compact metric space, g: Z—*R* is a continuous

light mapping, and A(z, r) is the component of z in g~l\w: \w—g(z)\ <r} when-

ever zGZ, r>0.

(2) p is a countably additive function whose domain is the class of all Borel

subsets of Z, and whose range is a class of ft dimensional rectifiable currents in

Rn; thus

p(u a){4>) = èp(Ai)(<p)
\ »-i     / t=i

whenever <pGEk(Rn) and Au A2, A3, ■ ■ ■  are disjoint Borel subsets of Z.

(3) The total M variation of p is finite; hence a finite Borel measure \\p\\ over

Z is defined by the formula

\\p\\(A) = sup< ^2 M[p(Bt)]: Bi, B2, B3, ■ ■ ■ are disjoint Borel subsets of A > .
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(4) For each Borel subset A of Z,

spt p(A) C ¿(Clos A),        spt âp(A) C «(Bdry A).

Then there exists a Baire function v: Z—>Ak(Rn) with the following properties:

(5) For \\p\\ almost all z in Z, v(z) is a simple k-vector, | v(z) \ is an integer,

and

4g(z)][v(z)] =  lim a(ft)-'r-*p[A(Z, r)](0)
r->0 +

whenever 4>GEk(R*).

(6) If A is a Borel subset of Z and <t>GEk(R*), ifteM

p(A)(<p) =  f  <p(y)\     Z      v(z)]dHky.
J R* LieAna~lw J

Proof. Where possible define v(z) GA.k(R") so that

f[v(z)] =  lim a(k)-lr-"p[A(z, r)](<t>)
r-^0 +

whenever fGAk(R"), <pGEk(R*), <p(x) =/ for xGR". In case the limit fails to

exist for some/, let v(z) =0. Applying classical arguments to the real valued

measures p(-)(<j>) one sees that the components of v are Baire functions.

We let7 = g#(||p||), so that 7(F) = ||p|| [g-1(^)] for every Borel subset F of

R*, and divide the remainder of the argument into eleven parts.

Part I. If A and Y are Borel subsets of Z and R", then

p(A)n Y = p[A n g-i(Y)].

Proof. For a fixed set A, both members of the above equation are count-

ably additive with respect to Y. Hence it suffices to verify the equation in

the special case when F is closed.

Let Ki, K~2, K3 ■ ■ ■  be closed sets whose union is R*— Fand observe that

spt p[A H g-'(F)] C F,       spt p[A n g-KKi)] C Ki

p[a n g-'(F)] = (u[a r\g-\Y)] + p[A nrWl)^ y,

u(A) r\Y-ß[Ai\ g~\Y)] = (p[A - g-\YU Ki)]) n Y,

M(p(A)C\ Y - ß[A C\ g~l(Y)]) g \\p\\[A - g~'(YU K,)] -»Oast-*».

Part 2. // A GB are Borel subsets of Z, then

\\p\\(A) - M[p(A)] Ú \\p\\(B) - M[p(B)].

Proof. p(B)=p(A)+p(B-A), hence

M[p(B)] - M[ß(A)] è M[p(B - A)] á \\u\\{B - A) = \\p\\{B) - \\ß\\(A).
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Part 3. There exists a countable family F of k dimensional proper regular

submanifolds of class 1 of Rn such that

yiR- - U F) = 0.

Proof. Suppose e>0.

Choose disjoint Borel sets B\, B2, B3, • ■ ■  for which

{¡Bi = Z,        ZM[piBi)]>\\p\\iZ)-t,
t=i i-i

then apply  [FF, 8.16] to secure countable families Gi, G2, G3, • • •   of k

dimensional proper regular submanifolds of class 1 of Rn such that

HmWIK*» - U Gi) = 0   for i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

and consider the family

00

G = U Gi.
•=i

Letting Ai = Bir\g-1iRn-\JGi) one sees from Part 1 that

PÍA,) = piBi) H iR" - U G¿) = 0   for i = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

and uses Part 2 to obtain

e > E (IImIKä) - M[u(/J,-)]) £ ¿ ||u||U,)
t=i ¿=i

= ÈIUII[5.0rx(*- -ug)] = 7(ä- - uG).
!-l

Part 4. 7/ F is a Borel subset of Rn for which H*( Y) = 0, then y( F) = 0.
Proof. For each Borel set BEg~liY) one sees from Part 1 and [FF, 8.16]

that

PÍB) = p[Bf\g-\Y)] = piB) r\ Y = 0.

Part 5. For y almost every y in R" there exists an MEF such that yEM

and ©*(y, Rn-M, y)=0.

Proof. For each MEF it follows from [F3, 3.2] and Part 4 that

6kiy, R" — M, y) =0 for Hk and y almost all y in M.

Part 6. 0*(y, y) < °° /or /i* and y almost all y in Rn.

Proof. If MEF, then

0*(Ä*, vif, y) = 1,       0*(y, y) =- (y) < «v ¿(H* HM)

for Hk and y almost all y in M. Moreover [F3, 3.2] implies that
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0*(y, y) = 0*(y, U F, y) = 0

for Hk and 7 almost all y in i?n — U/7.

Part 7. Suppose yEMEF,

6*(7, y) < °°,        ©*(7i ̂ n - M, y) = 0,

.P is a« oriented k dimensional plane through y tangent to M, and

Wr = Rnf\{w:\w-y\   < r]   for r > 0.

Then to each open subset V of Z, such that y Gg(Bdry V), corresponds a unique

integer m(V) for which

lim r~kF[p(V) r\Wr- w(F)-(PH Wr)] = 0.
r->0 +

In fact if f >0 and y = 1 are as in [FF, 8.18], and if

0 < e < infjf, a(k)/3\,    0 < t < 1,

va(¿)0*(y, y)(r4 - 1) < € < a(*)*V3,

íAeK ¿Aere exisis a p > 0 swc/t ¿ftai

f[u(f) rwr - w(F)-(pn wg] = ^-*||m||(f n r^, - (m n wtr)])

+ 2rt-k\\p\\[Vn g-KWr)] ^ er"

whenever 0 <r <p, V is an open subset of Z and g(Bdry V) ERn — Wr.

Proof. Observing that

lim r~hyiWr) = a(k)®"(y, y),
r->0 +

lim r~ky(Wr - Wlr) = a(k)@kiy, y)(l - tk),

lim r-kyiWT - M) = 0,
r->0+

choose p > 0 so that

vt-kr-ky[Wr - (Mr\ Wtr)] + 2rt~kr-ky(Wr) < e

and the conclusion of [FF, 8.19] holds whenever 0<r^p.

Now suppose V is an open subset of Z, yGg(Bdry V), let

G = {r: 0 < r = infjp, distance [y, g(Bdry 7)]}},

and let H be the subset of G consisting of those points where y(Wr) is differ-

entiable with respect to r; clearly Li(G — H) =0.

If rCff,  then spt dp(V) CRn- Wr and  the  proof of   [FF,  3.9],  with
T — piV) and omitting all references to dT, shows (see also [FF, 8.14]) that
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p(V) H Wr G h(C\os Wr),

sptd[p(V)r\Wr] CBdry IFr.

Choosing/ according to [FF, 8.19] one obtains

X = ft[p(V) H Wr] G h(C\os Wr)

with dX = d[p(V)r\Wr] and

r-k\\X\\(R* - P) ^ r-*r*||p(F)||[PFr - (MfW(r)]

á r-krky[Wr - (MC\ Wlr)} < e < f.

Accordingly [FF, 8.18] yields an integer mT(V) lor which

M[X - mT(V)-(Pr\ Wr)] g v\\x\\(R* - P)

á vrk\\p\\(Vn g-i[Wr - (MC\Wtr)]).

Letting ft be the linear homotopy from / to the identity map of R", one also

finds that

p(v) n Wr - x = dht(i x [p(v) n wr]),

M[ht(l X [p(V) H Wr])] g 2rr*||p(F)||(IFr),

hence

F[p(v) nwr- mr(V)-(pr\ Wr)] á vt-k\\p\\(v r\ g-i[wr - (mc\ wtr)])

+ 2rrk\\ß\\[Vn g-^Wr)] < erk.

Moreover, since irk<a(k)rk/3 = M(PP\Wr)/3, the integer mT(V) is uniquely

characterized by the preceding inequality.

Next it will be shown that

mT(V) = m.(V)    whenever    r G H, s G H,tr  < s < r.

In fact

M[ß(V) r\Wr - p(V) C\ W,] ^ y(Wr - Wtr) < er*,

F[mr(V)-(Pr\ WT) - m,(V)-(Pf\ W,)] < 3erk,

and the assumption mr(V)^-ms(V) would imply that

a(k)sk = M(P H W,) < 3erk,        a(k)tk/3 < e.

It is now obvious that mr(V) has the same value, say m(V), for all rGH.

Hence the desired inequality has been proved in case rGH. By left continuity,

it remains valid for all rGG.

Part 8. 7/ the conditions of Part 7 hold, V is an open subset of Z and C(V, r)

is the family of components of VC\g~l(Wr), then
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miV) =      Z    »(£7)
U€C<y,r)

whenever 0<r<p and g(Bdry V)ERn — Wr. Furthermore

lim sup     £     \m(U)\   ^ ®k(y,y).
r—0 +       UeC(Z.r)

Proof. Since

p(v) r\Wr = p[v n rKWr)] =   £   *(u),
VeCiV.r)

one finds that

f\p(v) r\Wr-   Z   «(#)• (p r\ wr)~\
L t/eC(V,r) J

=      Z     ("HUH [t/ - g~KM H W(r)] + 2rr*||M|| (Í/))
C7eC(V»

= i-r*||M||(7n g-l[Wr - (MCMrVtr)]) + 2rrk\\p\\ [V r\ r\Wr)] = er*.

Similarly one obtains

a(k)r"     £     | m(U) |  =     £     (E[ß(U)] + F[p(U) - m(U) ■ (P C\ WT)])
C/eC(Z,r) t/eC(Z,r)

è y(Wr) + erk.

Part 9. If the conditions of Part 7 hold and P is oriented by the simple k-

vector £ with \¡¡\ =1, then for each zEg~1{y} the conclusion of (5) holds with

v(z) =   lim m[A(z, r)]-£.
r—0 +

Furthermore

@x[p(V) A <*, y] = <t>(y) £      v(z)

whenever V is an open subset of Z, y GBdry(F), <pEEk(Rn).

Proof. One sees from Part 8 that for 0<r<p the number of elements of

the set

Dir) = dZ, r)i\{U: miU) ^ 0\

does not decrease as r decreases, and is bounded, hence constant for small r,

say for 0<r<5. Moreover for 0<s<r<5 the relation

{iU, V): UE Dir),VE Dis), U D V]

is an m preserving univalent map of D(r) onto Dis).

Since Z is compact and g is light, the points of g_1{y{ constitute the

components of
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H   UC(Z.r).
r>0

If 0<r<5, each UGD(r) contains a unique zGg-1{;y} such that m[A(z, s)]

= m(U) whenever 0 <s^r. All other points zGg-1 {y} have the property that

m [A(z, i) ] = 0 for all sufficiently small i > 0.

For zGg~l{y} and <pGEk(R*) one infers, with the help of Part 7, that

<t>(y)(  lim m[A(z,r)]-n =   lim a(k)-lr-hm[A(z, r)] \ <p
\ r->0+ / r-0+ J pC\wr

=   lim a(ft)-V-*p[A(z, r)](<p).
r-H>+

Furthermore, if V is an open subset of Z and y Gg(Bdry F), then

Qh\p(V) A 4>, y] =  hm a(k)-1r-km(V) f       <p
r-»0+ J pf\Wr

=  lim       X    m(U)a(k)-lr-k f       <t>
r-*0+    VeC(V,r) J Pr\Wr

=       £        lim m[A(z, r)]*(y)({).

Part 10. If Y is a Borel subset of Rn, then

f ®k(y,y)dHkyúy(Y).

Proof. Apply [F3, 3.1, 3.2] and Parts 4, 6.
Part 11. Proof of (6).
Fix (f>GEk(Rn), let C be the class of those Borel subsets A of Z lor which

the conclusion of (6) holds, and let D be the class of those open subsets V of

Z for which 7[g(Bdry F)]=0. Since

2   I H2) I á 0*(7i y)

whenever yGR", one readily verifies with the help of Part 10 (with Y = R*)

that C is closed to monotone convergence.

For every ft dimensional rectifiable current T in R* one knows from [FF,

8.16 (2)] that

T{4>) = fJ R*

d{TA4>), W||^|
,,■-■■    {y)d\\T\\y

r"    d\\I\\

d(T A <P)
/•    d(TA4>) ii Cj, „   (y)e*(|| r||, y) ¿H*y =| e*(r a 0, y) ¿n*y.
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Hence Parts 5, 6, 9, 10 (with y(F)=0) imply that DEC.
If Y is an open subset of Rn for which y(Bdry F)=0, then every com-

ponent of g_1(7) belongs to D. Since g is a light mapping it follows that D

contains a base for the topology of Z. Moreover D is closed to finite union and

intersection.

Accordingly C is the class of all Borel subsets of Z.

2.2. Corollary. In case g has the Lipschitz constant 1 and the diameter of

A(z, r) never exceeds 2r, then the following additional statements hold:

(7) For Hk almost all z in Z,

\viz)\   =  lim aik)->r-k\\p\\[Aiz, r)].
T-*0 +

(8) If A is a Borel subset of Z, then

\\p\\iA) =  f \viz)\dHkz.
J A

(9) If yp is a Baire function on Z such that \piz) = 0 whenever viz) = 0, then

f Hz) dHkz =  f       £    <K*0 dHky.
J z J R" zeg-Hy)

(10) If A is a Borel subset of Z and 0GE*(7?n), then

piA)i<t>) = f <p[giz)][viz)] dHkz.
Ja

Proof. For A QZ and yGT?" let Nig, A, y) be the number (possibly oo) of

elements in Ai>\g~1{y]. Since

HkiB) = Hk[giB)]       for B E Z,

it follows from [Fl, 4.1] that

HkiA) =  f  Nig,A,y)dHky
J Rn

for every Borel subset A of Z, and consequently

f ^(z) dHkz = f      £    iKz) dHky
J Z J Rn t<=g-l[y\

for every nonnegative Baire function \p on Z.

Noting that [F3, 3.1, 3.2] are easily adapted to Z, with the spherical balls

of 7?" replaced by the neighborhoods A(z, r), one sees with the help of (6)

that, for every Borel subset A of Z,
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\\p\\(A) è f limsupo(*)-1r-*||M||[A(ji>f)]dH»«

^ f liminf a(ft)-V-*||p||[A(z, r)]dH*z
J A     r->0 +

^ r i v(z) i ¿h*3

^  f E| v{z) I ¿ff*y

= IMIU).
Therefore (7) and (8) are proved, and the equation

Hk(A) = f N(g,A,y)dHky

holds in case | v(z) | equals a fixed positive integer for all zGA. Then (9) fol-

lows readily, and (10) is a consequence of (6) and (9).

3. The convergence property. Suppose X is a compact oriented ft dimen-

sional manifold of class <=°.

To each map/: X-+R* of class <» corresponds a countably additive func-

tion which associates with each Borel subset B of X the ft dimensional recti-

fiable current ft(B) ; here

MB)(4>) = f /«(*)       for «GEW-
J B

One readily verifies that the M variation of this countably additive function

over B equals the classical area integral of f\ B.

It will be shown how these concepts can be extended to continuous maps

/: X—>Rn of finite Lebesgue area, at least in case Hk+l ¡f(X) ] = 0 or ft = 2.

3.1. Definition. Every continuous mapf:X—*R* has a monotone-light

factorization

f=l¡om¡,       m¡:X—*M¡,       1¡:M¡-^R*

whose middle space M¡ consists of the maximal continua of constancy of /;

the distance between two points £ and r¡ of Mf is

d¡(£, v) = mf{ diam/(C) : C is a continuum containing £ U ij} ;

this metric df and the identification map W/ induce the same topology.

Assuming that/ has finite Lebesgue area, consider any sequence of maps

/<: X—*R* of class <» which converge uniformly to / and whose areas are

bounded ; these areas need not converge to the Lebesgue area of /. Let p., be
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the countably additive function associating with each Borel subset A of M¡

the rectifiable current

SAmT\A)] E Ek(R»).

We say that / has the convergence property if and only if for every such

choice of approximating maps /,■ the corresponding sequence of measures pi

over M j is weakly convergent; this means that the sequence of numbers

Pi(x)(<¡>) = f ixontf) ASi(<t>)

is convergent whenever <pEEkiR") and x is a continuous real-valued function

on M/; the limit then equals

p(x)i<t>)

where p is a Borel measure over Mf with values in EKiRn).

In case/ has the convergence property, the weak limit is clearly independ-

ent of the choice of approximating maps /,, and we shall refer to p as the

limit measure corresponding to /.

3.2. Lemma. 7//: X—>Rn is oS class °o, u: Rn—»7? has Lipschitz constant X,

and C(s) is the set oS components of

{x : (u o /) (x) < s}

whenever s ER, then

f      T,   M[dSt(V)] ds = X area (/).
J —oo VeC(s)

Proof. Let

yis) = area(/| {x: iuof)ix) < s})        for j G R

note that

f   y'is) ds = area(/),

and consider a real number s for which y'is) < «¡. For each VECis) one may

apply [FF, 3.9] with

T=ft(V) = ft(V) r\ {y: uiy) < s],

spt dT C/(Bdry V) C [y- uiy) = s\

to obtain

M[dffiV)] = X lim inf M|/K7)||({y: s - h % y < s}).
A--0 +
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It follows that

2   M[dfr(V)] g A lim inf A~l    £   \\f*(V)\\({y:s - ft g «(y) < s})

g Xlim inf ft-'areat/l {x:i - ft g (uof)(x) < s}]
A-»0 +

= Xy'(i).

3.3. Remark. If if/ is a continuous real-valued function on X, then all but

countably many real numbers i have the following property:

No component of {x:i^(x)^i} contains two distinct components of

jx:^(x) <i}.

In fact, choosing b in a countable dense subset of X, let B(s) and D(s) be

the components of b in {x:i/'(x)<i} and {x:i£(x)^i} whenever \p(b)<s.

Since the sets D(s) —B(s) form a disjointed family, all but countably many

have an empty interior, in which case B (s) is the only component of {x:\p(x) < s}

contained in D(s).

3.4. Theorem. If f: X-+R" is a continuous map and /i,/2, /3, • • • are maps

of class œ which converge uniformly to f and whose areas are bounded, then the

corresponding sequence p\, p2, p3, • • • of measures over Mf has a weakly con-

vergent subsequence, whose limit measure p satisfies the conditions of 2.1 and

2.2 with Z = Mf and g = If.

Proof. By Cantor's diagonal process the given sequence may be replaced

by a subsequence such that

lim Pi(x)(<t>)
t—* 00

exists for countable M dense sets of forms (j>GEk(Rn) and continuous real-

valued functions x on Mf. Then weak convergence follows because the total

M variations of p, do not exceed the areas of fi, which are bounded.

Consider also the measures 7* over X defined by

7i(B) = areaCAliJ)

for every Borel subset B of X. After passing once more to a subsequence, one

may assume that the sequence 71, 72, 73, • • •  is weakly convergent to a Borel

measure 7 over X.

Inasmuch as

sptp.(yl) C/¿[spt MiT'U)]

Cfi[C\osmrl(A)] C/.-krKClos A)],

spt dpi(A) C/.[spt âmfHA)]

Cfi[Bdrymr\A)\ CMmf^Bdry A)]
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for all í and every Borel subset A of Mf, one readily verifies all but one of the

conditions of 2.1 and 2.2; the only real problem is to show that piA) is a

rectifiable current.

Let F be the family of those Borel subsets A of Mf for which the current

PÍA) is rectifiable. Obviously F is closed to countable disjoint union, and to

proper subtraction.

It will be shown that if u: Rn—>R is Lipschitzian, then for Li almost all

real numbers s each component of

Z(s) = Mfn{z: («o//)(«) < *}

belongs to F. Letting C¿(s) be the set of components of

Xf~\ {x:iuoSi)ix) <s\

one sees from 3.2 that

sup   f      Z   M[dSaiV)]ds < a»
*    J-xVeCib)

and infers from Fatou's lemma that

lim inf     £   M[dSaiV)] < oo

for Li almost all s. For all but countably many real numbers s it is also true

that

7({x:(«o/)(x) =*}) = 0

and that the property of 3.3 holds with \p-uoS-

Now suppose s is a real number satisfying these three conditions, A is a

component of Z(s), b E B = mjlÍA), D is the component of b in

{x:íu oS)ix)^s], and bEViECiis) fort = l, 2, 3, • ■ • . Then

wfKBdry A) C {x: (mo/)(a:) = s\,

||M||(Bdry A) ^[wfKBdry A)] = 0,

PÍA) =  WmSaíB),
I—»«

00 00

Tí C U Int fi Vi,

00 X

D Clos U ViCDEB\J {x:iuof)ix) = s\,

hence e>0 implies that

ÍB - KO U (K< - 5) C {^: | («o/)(*) - «|   < t\

for large t, and one obtains
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Urn sup M[fé(Vi) -fá(B)] ^ lim sup 7.[(F< - B)KJ (B - F,)] = 0,
¿—►oo i—»00

lim inf N[fif(Vi)] < »,

p(A) = lim /rf(F<) G Ik(Rn)
Í-.00

by [FF, 8.14, 8.13], hence AGF.
For each aGR" one may consider the function u defined by

u(y) = sup{ | y, - a, | : i = 1, 2, • • • , m}

for yG-R". One finds that, for almost every n dimensional cube IF in Rn, each

component of If^W) belongs to F. Since // is light, approximation by finite

sums of such components shows that every open subset of Mf belongs to F.

One concludes that F is in the class of all Borel subsets of Mf.

3.5. Corollary. ///: X—>R" is a continuous map of finite Lebesgue area

with the convergence property, then the limit measure p corresponding to f satisfies

the conditions of 2.1 and 2.2 with Z = Mf and g = l¡.

3.6. Corollary. ///: X—*Rk is a continuous map of finite Lebesgue area,

then f has the convergence property.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if

/i, /a, ft, • ■ ■     and    gu g2, g3, ■ ■ •

are two sequences of maps of class <*> which converge uniformly to/and whose

areas are bounded, and if the corresponding sequences

Pi, P2, Pi,  ■   ■   -, Vl, Vi, v3,  ■   ■  ■

of measures over Mf are weakly convergent to p and v respectively, then

p = v.

Almost every ft dimensional cube W in Rk has the property that

Hpllf/rKBdry W)] = 0 = ||,|| [//"'(Bdry W)].

If A is a component of lrx(W) and B = mfl(A), then

pU) = lim/rfCB),        v(A) = lim g,t(B).
i—* oo j—» «

Letting hij be the linear homotopy from fi to g; one obtains

gjf(B) - MB) = hi,ft(I X dB)

because Ek+1(Rk) =[o}. It follows that

v(A) - p(A) =   lim  hi,j§(I X dB)
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is a k dimensional rectifiable current with support in Bdry W, hence equals 0.

3.7. Lemma. Suppose f: .X"—>7?" is a continuous map of finite Lebesgue area

and either Hk+X [fiX) ] = 0 or k = 2. If aERn, then almost all orthogonal projec-

tions p of Rn onto Rk have the following property :

X contains no continuum C such that aEfiC), f is not constant on C, p of

is constant on C.

Proof. Assume a = 0 and consider three cases:

Case 1. Hk+l[fiX)]=0.

For r>0, let Air) =/(X)P\{y: |y| —r}. The Eilenberg inequality ([E] or

[F7, 3.2]) allows one to choose a sequence of numbers ri>r2>r3> • • • with

limit 0 such that Hk[A(r¡)]=0 for i = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Letting Si be the set of

those n — k dimensional planes in Rn which meet Airi), one sees from [F3,

7.5] that Si has Haar measure 0. Moreover, if p is an orthogonal projection of

7?" onto 7?* such that X contains a continuum C with 0G/(G), /(G) ^ {o},

ÍP of)(C) = {o}, then the kernel of p belongs to Si for large i.

Case 2. k = 2 and n = 3. Let

5 = 7¿3n {w: \w\   = l},

Q: 7c3 -* R2,       Q(y) = (yu y2)       for y G R3,

g:R*- {0}^R\

g(y) - (yi/1 y I, y*l I y I, I y I )     for y g t?3,

choose finitely triangulable sets Xi EX2 EX$ G • • •   such that

00

uxy = x-/-i{o},

and let U, be the set of those uER2 for which X¡ contains a continuum D

such that (go/)(7)) isnondegenerate and (Ço go/)(7)) = {m}. Replacing [F6,

8.10] by [DF, 4.1] in the proof of [F6, 8.11] one sees that Lt(U}) =0, hence

H2[snQ-\Uf)] = 0.

Now observe that if p is an orthogonal projection of 7?3 onto R2 for which

the conclusion of the lemma fails, and if

w E S i~\ kernel p,

then X contains a continuum C such that

0G/(C),        {0} *fiQC{tw:tER).

Therefore
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mf(C) = mf(Cr\ f~l{0}) U U m,{cr\X,)
y-i

is a nondegenerate continuum, while

fM/(cn/-i{o})c//-1{o}

is totally disconnected, hence [HW, Theorem 2.2] yields a positive integer/

for which

dim[wv(Cn X,)] > 0.

Choosing a continuum DGCC\Xj such that/is not constant on D, one finds

that

(gof)(D) is nondegenerate,

(Qogof)(D) = {±ö(«0},

¡íG5n Qrl(U,) or - w G 5 n o-«(^y).

Accordingly the set of all such points w has H2 measure 0.

Case 3. ft = 2 and m>3.

Let Gn and G3 be the orthogonal groups of R" and Rs, consider the orthog-

onal projections

P: R* -* R2,       P(y) = (yu y2) for y G Rn,

Q:R3^> R2,       Q(w) = (wh w2) for w G R\

Si-.R*^ R\       Si(y) = (yu y2, y<)        for y G ÄB,

corresponding to î = 3, • • • , m and let X¿ be the set of all those gGC7„ for

which there exists a continuum CGX such that

0G/(C),       (SiOgof)(C)*{0},       (Pogof)(C) = {0}.

Inasmuch as

Ü \Pog:gEKi)
1-3

is the class of those orthogonal projections p of R* onto R2 for which the con-

clusion of the lemma fails, it is sufficient to prove that each Ki has Haar

measure 0.

Fix i, let u be the characteristic function of Kit and with each AGG3

associate p(h)GGn so that

Si o p(h) — ho Si,       p(h)(y) — y       lor y G kernel 5¿.

Integrating with respect to Haar measures over Gn and G3 one obtains
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/M(g) dg = I     I    u[P(h) c g] dgdh
on J otJ a.

= f    f «K*) ° g] dhdg = 0

because for each gGG» one may apply Case 2 to the map SiOgof, taking

account of the fact that

(Qoh)o (Si o g of) = P o [píh) o g] of      for h G G3.

3.8. Corollary. If the conditions of 3.7 hold and y is a Radon measure over

Mf, then

yiMf-Mp0f) =0

for almost all orthogonal projections p of Rn onto Rk.

Proof. Note that

5= [iz,p):zEMf-Mpoi]

is a Borel set of type 7v Since, for each zEM¡,

[p: (z, p) G S\ has Haar measure 0,

by 3.7, the Fubini theorem implies that, for almost all p,

yi{t: it, p) E S}) = 0.

3.9. Theorem. If f: X-*Rn is a continuous map of finite Lebesgue area and

either Hk+l [fiX) ] = 0 or k = 2, then f has the convergence property.

Proof. In view of 3.4 it suffices to prove that if

/l, /2, /»»•••       and      gl, g2. g3,   •   •   •

are two sequences of maps of class °° which converge uniformly to/ and whose

areas are bounded, and if the corresponding sequences

Mi) M2, Pi, ■ ■ ■    and    vu V2, v3, ■ ■ ■

of measures over Mf are weakly convergent to p and v respectively, then

u = j>.

According to 3.8 almost every orthogonal projection p of 7?* onto 7?" has

the property that

||M||(Jf/ - MP9f) - 0 - |M|(Jf/ - Mp.t).

Factoring mp 0 ¡ = h o m¡, where

h:Mf^>Mpcf,       zEhiz)EMpaf       for z G M¡,

one infers from 3.6 (applied to p of) that if uEEkiRk) and f is a real valued

continuous function on Mp o ¡, then
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i #
p(f o ft) [p («)] = lim p,(f o A) [p («)]

= lim   f (f o ft o mi/) A /![/(«) ]

= lim   I  (f o mp „ /) A (P ofi)*(u)
¿-.00     ,/  Jf

= lim   I   (f o mp 0 /) A (/> o g¡) (u)
j-><° J x

/' i    r(fo A o mí/) A &[/> (<")]

= lim x,(f oA)[/(w)] = Kfoft)[/(a,)].

It follows that the equation

p(foft)[^(co)] = ,(t o h)[pt{a)]

holds also in case f is a real valued bounded Baire function on Mp 0 /, and in

particular

p[h-\B)][p*(u)] = v[h-\B)][p*(*)]

for every Borel subset B of Mp 0 ¡. Now, if A is any closed subset of Mf, then

(A-xoA)U) - AGMf- Mpof,

p(A)[p*(u)] = /»(MAU)]) [#'(«)] = v(h-i[h(A)])[p*W)] = *M) [#*(«)],

and consequently

p(x)[p*(o>)] = v(x)[p*(<»)]

lor every real valued bounded Baire function x on M¡. Furthermore one sees

from 2.2 (10) that if \[<GE0(R*), then

P{x)[* A p*{a)] = mIx-Gt-o//)][#*(«)] = i-Ix-(*o/,)][#*(«)] = ,(x)[* A i*(«)].

Observing that Ek(R*) consists of finite sums of such forms \¡/AP*(w), one

finally obtains

p(x)(*) = v(x)(<*>)        for 0 G £W.

3.10. Remark. The preceding theorem remains true without the assump-

tion that X is compact, provided/is proper [f~1(Y) is compact for every com-

pact YGRn]- If the maps/, converge to/, uniformly on each compact subset

of X, then

lim pi(x)
i—* oo
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exists for every continuous x: Mf—>R with compact support.

To prove this choose u: X—*R of class « so that

spt(xow/) C {x: u(x) > 0},

Closjx: u(x) > 0} is compact,

du(x) 7e 0    whenever    u(x) = 0.

By doubling  {x: m(x) >0}  with respect to  {x: u(x)=0}  one obtains the

compact manifold

Q= (XXR)n{(x,y):u(x) = y2}

of class °°, and the maps

Ï.Q-+X,       t(x,y) = x,

r.{x: u(x) > 0} -» Q,       r,(x) = (*, uixY'2),

g=/o£   and   gi=fiC^:Q-*R\

Moreover there exists a continuous \p: M„-^R such that

spt(^om„) C range 17,

\p o me o 17 = x ° Mf I {x: uix) > O],

and 3.9 implies for each <¡>EEkÍRn) the existence of

Í4> o me) A gií4>) = Hm   I 77 [GA om„) A g<í<p)]
q i->»  J \x; u(i)>o)

= lim   I  íxomf) A/>(<*>).
í^">   J x

The restriction that x have compact support is essential, as seen from the

example where / maps an open circular disc conformally onto a plane region

bounded by a simple closed curve with positive L2 measure.

3.11. Remark. It is an open question whether Theorem 3.9 remains true

without the assumption that Hk+1[f(X)] =0 or k = 2; certainly Lemma 3.7 be-

comes false, as seen from the following simple example: Let « be a continuous

map of 7= {t: 0 = /^l} onto R*C\{y: \y\ £2}, and define

/: 7 X 7 X I —> R*,      }(xi, x2, x») = x2u(x{).

ThenL3(/)=0, but/({/} X7X7) is the line segment from 0 to u(t).

A slightly more complicated example shows that in case k>2 the sets

íp o 1¡)ÍM¡ — Mp of) can have interior points for (almost) all orthogonal

projections of 72" onto 7?*. Let u be as above, choose eGT?4 with \c\ =1, and

define

f: I X / X I -> R*.        f(xu xi, x3) = u(xi) + x2u[c • «(*i)].
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Again L3(/) = 0, yet if |c»w(i)| >0, then

( i — c • w        I       )
W, = R*r\ <w:\w +--m(í)   < 2}

{     I c • u(s) I       )

is open and nonempty, because scGW,, and for each wGW, there exists a

tGI such that

i — c • w
u(l) = w -i-—- W(i),

c • u(s)

hence c•«({)= i and /({/} XIXI) is a segment of length  |«(i)|   on the

straight line through w in the direction of u(s).

4. The additivity of Lebesgue area. Suppose f: X—>R* is a continuous

map of finite Lebesgue area for which either Hk+1[f(X)] =0 or ft = 2, p is the

limit measure corresponding to f, and v is as in 2.2 and 2.3 (with Z = M¡,

g = lf).
For each finitely triangulable subset T of X, let Lk(f\ T) be the Lebesgue

area of f\ T. For each open subset U of X, let Lk(f\ U) be the supremum of

Lk(f\ T) over all finitely triangulable subsets T of U.

The purpose of this section is to establish the precise relation (4.3, 4.9)

between p and Lk.

4.1. Lemma. If n = k and A is an open subset of M¡, then

\p\(A) = Lk\f\mT\A)].

Proof. If IF is a ft dimensional open cube in Rk,

\\u\[lT\^àryW)] = 0,

F is a component of ljx(W), U=mfl(V), then obviously

p(V) = degree(/| ¡7)-IF,

where the degree is obtained from the induced homomorphism

/*: Hk(Rk, Rk - IF) -> Hk(X, X - U)

of integral Cech cohomology groups. This formula implies that

M[ß(V)] = |degree(/| U)\ -Lk(W),

and the proof of the lemma may be completed by reference to [F4, §4] and

[F8, 7.3].

4.2. Lemma. Almost all orthogonal projections p of R" onto Rk have the

property that

f | p[v(z)] | dHkz = Lk[p o/l mrl(A)]
Ja
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whenever A is an open subset oS Mf.

Proof. Recalling 3.8 assume \\u\\ (Mf — Mp 0 /) = 0, factor mp 0 ¡ = h o m¡ as

in 3.9, and note that the limit measure corresponding to pof is ht(ptop).

Since h is univalent except on M¡ — Mp 0/, it follows from 4.1 that

Lk[pof\ mpofAB)] = \\hi(ptop)\\(B)

= ||^fo/*||[A-1(-B)] = j | Pov
J k-UB)

, dHk
*-'(B) '

for every open subset B of Mp 0 /.

First taking B = MP 0 f-h(Mf-A) one obtains

h~\B) EA,       A- h-\B) EM,- Mp of,

f \pov\dHk = f        \pov\dHk

= Lk[pof\ mpof-!(B)] = Lk[pof\ mr\A)].

Next suppose T is a finitely triangulable subset of m]~l(A) and choose open

subsets 730732D733D • • •  of Mp 0 ¡ such that

oo

D Bi = mP0,(T).
i-l

Then

00

H h-\Bx) = (h-lompof)(T) C ih-loh)iA) E AKJ ÍM, - Mpof),
t'=l

Lk[pof\ T] = lim Lt[pof\ mporKBt)]
¡-►oo

= lim   I | p o v | d/f* =  I   | p o v | ¿if*.
<-.» Jj-'(i,) •/it

4.3. Theorem. 7/ ^4 ¿s aw opere subset of M¡, then

\\p\iA) = ßin,k)~i f Lk[Popcf\mrliA)]d<t,nP,
J On

where P is an orthogonal projection of Rn onto Rk, G„ is the orthogonal group of

R" with the Haar measure <pn such that 0„(G„) = 1, and

ßin, k) = aik)ain - k)ain) "/ * j "».

Proof. Computing the above integral by means of 4.2, Fubini's theorem,
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[F2, 4.4, 5.4] and 2.2 one obtains

f    I   | (P o p o v)(z) | dHkzd<t>nP = |    |    \(Popov)(z)\ d<pnPdHkz
J GnJ a J aJ a,

= J* 0(m, ft) I K») I dHH = 0(m, *)||m||U).

4.4. Corollary. \\p\\(A) ̂ Lk[f\mrl(A)].

Proof. It is known from [F5, §6] or [F8, §6, §7] that the right member of

the first equation in 4.3 does not exceed Lk[f\ mf1(A)].

4.5. Lemma.  7/ A  is an open subset of Mf,  B  is a Borel subset of

AC\ \z: v(z) ¿¿O}, and y is a simple k-vector of R*, then

U\j\mT'{Á)\

smuí+KO-^^-WJt^H*1*)-
Proof. Recalling the notation of [FF, 8.1] one infers from [DF, 3.16, 5.7]

and 4.2 that, for almost all orthogonal transformations g of R",

Lk[f\ mrKA)] = L*[go/| mT\A)] g     £    Lk[p* o go/| mTKA)]
XeA(*,n)

=    Z      f \(fog)[v(z)]\dHkz.
XeA(i.n)    J A

The resulting inequality

Lk[f | mT\AJ] è     E      f I (Px o g) [v(z)] | dHkz
XeA(t.n)   J A

holds, by continuity, for every orthogonal transformation g of R*. Choosing

g so that

Px[g(y)]=0   whenever   \ E A(ft, ») - {(1, • • • , ft)},

one completes the proof by observing that

f | (píl'---k)og)[v(z)]\ dHkz ̂  f I v(z)\ dHkz = \\ß\\(A)

and that, for XGA(ft, n) - {(1, • • • , ft)},

f      | (Py o g)[v(z)] I dHkz ̂ f      | v(z) | dHkz = \\p\\(A - B),
JA-B JA-B
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f I ÍPX o g) [vit)] I dHkz =  f y o g) lY^-y - y] I• | B(«) | dHH
J B J B\ L    VÎZ) J I

b\\v

viz)

(*)

(z)

-y dlUlz.

4.6. Lemma. For ewry Ô>0 there is a closed subset Y of Rn such that

y[//-i(F)] = o

and, if Bis the set of components of Mf — lfl(Y),then^(U)EU may be associated

with LIE'S, so that v[Ç(U) ] is simple and

2/1/eE J UT\\z:i{.z)*H\

v(z) v\íiU)]

viz) v[tM]
d\\p\\z < 5.

Proof. Let P= {z: v(z) is simple and ^0} and j = v/\v\: P—*Ak(R"). Since

j is ||ju|| summable over P, there exists a continuous w: Mf—*A.k(R") for which

f \j - w\d\\p\\ <ô/3.

Using the lightness of // one may then construct Y, as the union of finitely

many re —1 dimensional planes in 7?", so that \\p

tion of w on each member of S is less than 5/3||/i

For each TIE'S, select Ç(U)EU(~\P so that

IrKY)] =0 and the oscilla-

(P).

\w\S(U)\-j[t(UJ\\ -\\p\\(Ur\P) g f      \w-j\d\\p\\

and observe that

r \j(z)-j[i-(u)]\d\\p\\z
J ut~\p

=  f      |i - w| d\\p\\ + f      | «,(«) - w\ííU)] | ¿||u||z

+ f       \w[ï(U)]-j[!;(U)]\d\\p\\z
J ur\p

= 2 f      \j-w\d\\p\\+ô\\p\\(Ur\P)/3\\p\\(P).
J uClP

4.7. Remark. If \p: M¡-^Rn is continuous and

F = \p O Mf,
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then there exists a unique monotone ft: M¡-+MF such that

mp = A o m¡   and   ^ = lp o A.

Assuming the convergence property for F as well as for /, let p¡ and pF

be the limit measures corresponding to /and f, with the associated densities

v¡ and Vf.

If IF is an open subset of Mf such that ^| IF=//| IF, then W is an open

subset of MF, h(z) =z for zGW, h\ W is a homeomorphism, and 3.10 implies

that

Pf(B) = pF(5) for every Borel set 5 C W, »/1 W = »*■ | IF.

The following two special cases occur in the sequel:

(1) There exist a neighborhood H of lf(Mf—W) in R* and a Lipschitzian

T : H—*R* such that \p agrees with T o // in some neighborhood of Mf — W.

Then

Pf(B) = Tt(pf[h-\B)])

lor every Borel set BGMp — W; moreover

\\pp\\(b) ̂  r  (xoif)kd\\pf\\

if X: H-^R is continuous with | DY(y) | ^X(y) for Z,n almost all y in F.

(2) ft = 2 and \p(Mf—W) is a polygon. Then

Pf(-B) = 0 for every Borel set BGMp -W.

4.8. Lemma. ||p||(M,) =£*(/).

Proof. Suppose 5>0, and again write p=Pf.

Choose F according to 4.6, let F be a neighborhood of F in R* for which

hf\\[irl(v)]<s/Ç^,

suppose

0 < e < distance(F, Rn - V)/(7n),

and consider the maps w, ra: R*—>R* defined by

u(y) = «y,       Ta(y) = a + y for y,       a G R".

Recalling [FF, 5.1, 5.2] and abbreviating

B = R* K {b: \ bi\   < 1 for i = 1, • • •, »}

one finds that
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/   /
(uk c w-1 o T-ap lf)-kd\\pf\\dLna

If    (V)

=  *n   \      I («* ° T-» ° w_1 ° //)~*¿||p/|| ¿In*

= t»f   f        (ffcor-^día-'oWdlM/llídi.i
J BJ »-,(V)

= e»L,(5) ( * W> o Wdy|)[«r»(F)J

= LMB)]^\\pf\\[lTl(V)] < L,[w{B)]i.

Hence the points a satisfying the condition

/(Uk O üT1 C T-a o //)_*d||p/||  < b

form a set of positive Ln measure. In this set a point a will be selected, subject

to an additional requirement, as follows:

In case Hk+1[f(X)] = 0, one may choose a so that

f(X)GR*- (r.o«)(0,

because obviously this requirement holds for Ln almost all a (see the proof of

[F8, 7.8]). In this case let^«=i/, F=f.
In case ft = 2, let gt: Mf—*R with

h(z) = (gi(z), • • • , gn(z))       for z G M¡,

select T according to [DF, 5.3] with X replaced by M¡, and choose a so that

g7l\0r + tjt}

is a subset of M¡—T and has dimension 0 at each point of

g7l{ar + ejr} r\ grl{a, + ej,} H ¿¡"'{a, + ej,}

whenever r, i, / are distinct elements of {1, • • • , m} and jr, j„ jt are even

integers; this choice is possible by [DF, 4.4]. Then use the construction of

[DF, 5.6] to obtain continuous maps

^i-.Mf-^R,       \¡,:Mf->R*,       F = ^om¡: X ^ R*,

such that, for zGM¡,
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fit) = iHz), ■■■, *»(*)), I *(*) - //(*) I < «,

^(z) G (r0 o co) (C„_3) Pi {y: distance(y, Y) = 6ne],

^(2) = Ifiz) whenever distance [//(z), F] = 7 we,

and such that

/,
(uk o co 'o T_0 o If) kd\\pF\\ < 5.

if-'   (V)

The last requirements can be met because \¡/ may be constructed by finitely

many successive modifications of the two types described in 4.7; those of type

(1) involve orthogonal projections T oí R" onto re —1 dimensional planes and

do not decrease the values of nior'o r_0.

7re both cases choose q: 7?n—+{t: 0 = / = 1} with Lipschitz constant (ree)-1 so

that

ÇÎy) = 1 whenever distance(y, Y) = 5we,

0(y) = 0 whenever distance(y, Y) = 6we,

and consider the continuous maps

4>: Rn - (t„ o o>)(C"-k-i) -» R",

<p(y) = y + q(y)• [(T«°"°«o»"'or_„)(y) - y],

x:If,->.R»,

x(z) = If(z) whenever distance[h(z), Y] = 6«e,

x(z) = (<t>olF)(z) whenever distance [h(z), Y] = 6«e,

G = xomF:X-*Rn,

as well as the monotone maps £, 77 completing the commutative diagram:

Clearly
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I <t>(y) - y I   < tu       f or y G R" - (t. o »)(CÍU-i)i

| x(z) - /f(z) I   < we       for z G MF,

I (X o 000 - *,(*) |   < (re + l)e       for z G M,,

I 7?c>(y) I   á 1 + (nt)'\nt) + n(uk o «r1 o r_„)(y)-1 + 1

g (w + 3) (m* o or1 o r_„)(y)_1

for L„ almost all y. Defining

W = MfC\ {z: distance[lf(z), Y] >6we},

P = Wf~\ {z:vf(z) j± 0},

one sees from 4.7 that W is also an open subset of Mr and Mo, with

£(z) =z = t)(z) for zG W, that ||/¿j?|| and ||mg|| agree with ||u/|| on all Borel sub-

sets of W, and that vF and vG agree with v¡ on W; furthermore ||/¿/||(W—P) =0.

Now let fi be the set of components of Ma —la1 iC't-i)- Since C^ is ir-

removable by [F8, 6.30],

Lk(G) = E^tGlwo-KÖ)!.
Qesî

Also let

nL = Q n> {Q: (r¡ o Z)-lÍQ) meets //•»(F)},        0, - O - Ox.

If  ÇG^i,  then tj-'ÍOOF^JO-   In  fact,  assuming   (i)oÇ)(z)EQ with
//(z) G F, one finds that

distance [^(z), F] < e,       iKz) = (fco {)(*),

distance[(xo|)(z), Y] < (n + l)e á 2we,

and (x o £)(z) = (/<? o n o £)(z) belongs to a component £ of C^— Ci_x. More-

over £ is a & dimensional cube with side length 2e,

£ C {y: distance(y, F) < 4we},

E is open relative to CtT>\{y: distance (y, F)<4ree},

and inasmuch as

la(Ma) r\ {y: distance(y, F) < 4»e} C C'k,

one infers that Iq1(E) is open in M(?. Noting that

Bdry '<,-'(£) G lal(Ck-i) E M0 - Q,

one concludes that QiMöl(E) is nonempty, open and closed relative to Q,

hence

Q C /0-'(£),      TKG) C x-1^) C lF\V).

Furthermore 4.5 yields the inequality
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Lk[G\mo\Q)] áQ)||pG||(0.

If QGB2, then (wo Ç)~l(Q)GU for a unique Í/GS, and 4.5 implies that

Lk[G\ma\Q)] Ú \\pg\\(Q C\ P) + (¡)lk||(ö - W)

+
vg(z) vMU)]

vAï(U)]\
d\\po\\z.

Aft/       JJonpl | vG(z)

Since   {?T1((?):(?GBi}U{?r1(e-W0:(OGß2}   is a countable family of

disjoint Borel subsets of lpl(V), it follows from 4.7 that

E IWI(0+ Z ho\\(Q-w)
Qeiij Qea¡

ú (n + 3)k /(uk o M_I
If- (Y)

OT-aolF)-kd\\pF\\ < (n + 3)k5.

On the other hand {QC\P: QGB2} is a countable family of disjoint Borel sub-

sets of P, and 4.6 implies that

£ \\pg\\(Q^P) ú\\pG\\(P) = \\pf\\(P),
Oe¡22

^ y Ç \    V0(Z) Vf[i(U)]

~-U J QC\P
d\\pG\\z

3   oes22,(, o{)-'«3)Ci/ Jqr\p\\va(z)\        \vf[$(U)]'

vS(z) Vf\[(U)]

Vf(z) Vf[t(U)]
d\\pj\\z <  Ô.¡s Z f\r

Combining these estimates one concludes that

Lk(G) ^||p/||(M/) + 2(m + 3)*Q^,

with | G(x) -f(x) | < (m + 1)€ for xGX.

4.9. Theorem. If A is an open subset of M¡, then

UmIIM) = Lk[f\mr\A)].

Proof. In view of 4.4 there would otherwise exist a finitely triangulable set

TGmrl(A) such that

\\p\\(A)<Lk(f\T).

Letting B — Mf — m¡(T) one would find that  T and mf~1(B) are disjoint,

A\JB = M}, and it would follow from 4.8 and 4.4 that
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\\u\\íMf) = Ltíf) = Lk(j\ T) + Lk[f\ mr\B)]

>\\p\\íA) + \\p\\íB)z\\p\\iMf).

4.10. Remark. One readily verifies by the method of doubling, as in

3.10, that the results of this section remain true without the assumption that

X is compact, provided / is proper.

Regarding the Lebesgue area densities introduced in [F6, §6] one infers

from 4.9 and 2.2 that

L*k(S, z) = U*iS, z) = | vit) |

for Hk almost all z in M¡. Moreover one sees with the help of [DF] and an

argument like the proof of [F6, 8.14 (7)] that the equation

LkiS) = f  LÍíf, 2) àH"z = f       53    LliS, z) àWy

holds also in case Lt(/) = <». The problems raised in [F6, pp. 326, 335] are

thus solved provided Hk+1[SiX)] = 0 or k = 2.
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